AGA Developer Meeting - January 19, 2020
In Attendance:
Steve Colburn
Nate Eagle
Michael Hiiva
Lee Schumacher
Hajin Lee
Agenda:
Updates:
Collective Access [Steve]
--https://ca.usgo.org
--Archives program, going to show old print AGA Journals and other archives things
--Karoline, AGA Archivist, is the main person going to add items from the 50+yr archives of the
organization
Way To Go html5 [Steve]
--https://wtg.usgo.org
--Currently cloned from Frank Lam’s gitlab account. We have this in ansible so it is easy to
deploy. Easy to deploy from gitlab directly.
--Task: Clone to AGA github to add to it and skin as needed
--Inform Frank about org clone to github for code
Frank’s Gitlab - https://gitlab.com/way-to-go/way-to-go.gitlab.io
Congress Site [Nate]
--Registration is started for 2020! Earliest in many years. The team wanted a very early launch.
Lodging costs are higher and wanted it to get in their eyes. Theyve been quite organized for a
team to beta test. Issues with the authorize.net account and no one was able to login.
--API for Authorize has had issues for years. We never upgraded the API for this and have now
moved to Stripe as the payment method. This was in collaboration with Andy O and Lisa S.
Some slowness with async postings for information to our information and accounts.
--Major upgrade of the Ruby version we were using.
--Need to move images and objects from S3 to CDN (AWS CDN Setup guide https://s3.amazonaws.com/solutions-reference/video-on-demand-on-aws/latest/video-on-deman
d-on-aws.pdf )
--Add Nate to AWS cloudfront permissions
--Howard (co-director) asks how we can enhance the page translation for the website. Ruby can
do some of this but is an effort for this. Need to look into this more for the future
--Discussing the integration of Membership Manager API to the congress sign-up forms
Chapters Information Page [Steve]

--https://old.reddit.com/r/baduk/comments/eo69vg/ways_to_enhance_country_websites_to_find
_clubs/
--https://www.facebook.com/groups/go.igo.weiqi.baduk/permalink/10158110125616514/
--Used to gain information on how to improve the chapters site.
Ansible [Michael]
--Config is starting to go into the configs for Ansible
--Configs have a private repo and can be deployed through individual playbooks
--Will become easier and easier to deploy code in the future and easily replicatable
--Playbooks include code deploy and apache web configs
New Stuff:
DNS Changes [Discussion]
--Congress Site
----Nate will look into the settings right now and verify correct and then change the dns settings
--All Sites
----would be nice to have everything under one roof if we move to this service
----Look into domain registration in route53
(https://docs.aws.amazon.com/Route53/latest/DeveloperGuide/registrar.html )
Script for combining AGA IDs [Steve]
--Need to be able to combine members with multiple AGA IDs into one member. This includes
all of their AGAGD games.
--Easy way to show prioritize issues within the organization that are current that need volunteers
--Asking AGA for money to pay for this upgrade to get it done
2020 Goals for Dev Team [Discussion]
--Working to shape our organization to get involved quickly
--Invite volunteers to meetings, reminds people work is done and that things are moving
--Growing to team rather than single person efforts on projects
--Working to make [congress site] a more modern design. This includes mobile styles
functionality to the site.
--Working with OpenGotha to provide more fields to help inform users for congress
----OpenGotha github: https://github.com/lucvannier/opengotha
Next Meeting is February 16th

